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There is no doubt that most companies had their approach to corporate strategy tested

with the global pandemic crisis. It is one thing to take decisions and allocate resources in

the frame of an annual budgeting cycle, within a clear structure and timeline. It is a

different story to do so in the face of the daunting uncertainty brought by the Covid crisis.

No matter which forecasting tools we use, we are left at the mercy of a disease that we

cannot predict and politicians that close borders and put cities in lockdown.

Conveniently, for the past few years it has been proclaimed that companies need to be

more “agile” to be competitive and to prevail in today’s business environment. Fortunately,

many companies have managed to transform project work, software development and

business development efforts to be more agile,[1]and achieve increased speed and

nimbleness in these areas of operations.[2] Agility is a one of four key pillars of strategy in

in companies that will excel during and after the pandemic.[3]

As time passes, the pandemic is putting even more emphasis on agility. This triggers a

critical question: how can a company become more agile in the approach to strategizing

and the way they steer the company through turbulence? To prevail amidst such

encompassing and sudden uncertainty, agility is required on the strategic level, where

decisions are made on direction, priorities and ultimately resource allocation - the fuel for

transformation and progress.

We have observed that companies that operate their strategic engine with a portfolio

approach, dynamically steering and driving a set of strategic initiatives forward, were able

to handle the disturbing ripple effects of the pandemic with astonishing effectiveness. In

the last years, such an approach to strategy has been adopted by companies already facing

substantial amounts of disruption and uncertainty in their core business before the

pandemic hit. You �nd these agile champions across various industries, such as

automotive, telecom, retail, �nancial technology and healthcare. They have in common

that their challenging business environments have made them more adept at identifying

new arising opportunities and seizing them quickly, making them �tter to prevail

throughout the covid-crisis[4]. Two impressive examples are Moderna and P�zer, who have

been able to develop, produce and distribute vaccines in record time, as it has never been



done before. Their strategic resource allocation and decision making processes must have

elements of what we de�ne as “portfolio-driven approach” to strategy. Here are three

things that such agile champions do differently.[5]

First, the top management’s alignment on the few strategic initiatives that are paramount

to the company’s prosperity provides much needed clarity in times of stability, but is even

more important in times of crisis. This clarity of priorities increases decision making

speed and helps with communication and acceptance of decisions throughout the

organization.

Second, it supports effective resource deployment for strategic long-term initiatives, while

operative short-term activities can be stopped as a consequence of the unfavorable top-

line development.

Third, management teams in such organizations typically understand their role of setting

the priority, the direction and ensuring suf�cient resources are at hand – but are also

skilled in delegating decision-making to the initiative teams, empowering them to tackle

the uncertainties faced with their best efforts. In the end, this act of empowerment

increases the decision-making speed and effectiveness in dealing with uncertainty.

At the same time, we observed companies that did not have the same level of clarity on

strategic priorities, neither across their top management nor within the broader

organization and did not have an agile management process in place. These companies

were not able to adapt and fell into a reactive mode of rigid resource management,

questioning every project, initiative and expenditure beyond a predetermined cash

amount. The lack of alignment on priorities resulted in halting all projects, both

operational or strategic, leading to frustration and in-�ghting for resources within teams.

Time and resources ended up being spent to prove their contribution to the overall

strategy. What was the result? Months of lost time which could have been used addressing

strategic initiatives, lack of trust in the strategic acumen of the management, frustrated

project teams that do not feel empowered to take their own decisions, and no effective way

to handle any new external shock that might come in the still gloomy post-Covid economic

environment.



These cases are very common reactions to the pandemic, which we observed from our

interaction with managers and executives. The company you work for probably resembles

one of these two extremes. Both types might have been very successful in the absence of a

crisis. However, their initial reaction to the pandemic and the chain of actions and

reactions in the following months could not be more different. Here are some dimensions

in which these two extreme cases differ.

 





We are convinced that portfolio-driven companies can leverage their strategic agility with

lasting impact. Fast decision making in the face of uncertainty, enabled by a portfolio

approach to strategy, built on the clarity and alignment of priorities in the top

management, produce companies that can avoid the crippling crisis-paralysis. These agile

companies will thrive in uncertain situations and can leverage their competitive position

sustainably.[6] On the other hand, rather rigid companies which are unable to maneuver

themselves out of uncertain situations, will struggle to survive. If you experienced the

second scenario in your company over the last year and a half, we suggest that you review

and challenge your current approach to strategy.
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